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Abstract of  US2013332107 (A1)

The device relates to a system for predicting the period for children to safely wear newly
acquired footwear without the risk of damage to their growing feet, which is directly
applicable in shoe shops (at their computer cash registers). The essence of the solution
for a system for predicting the period for children to safely wear newly acquired footwear
rests in the fact that it contains an input module measuring foot length and input of
information about the age of the monitored child to which is linked a model for predicting
the growth of the child's foot by applying the laws of growth, possibly also including genetic
and local influences, connected to a comparative and inferential module establishing the
predicted course of growth in foot length of the monitored child, to which is then linked an
output module designating the nearest date for the necessary replacement of shoe size for
the monitored child.
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Abstract of  CZ302594 (B6)

The present invention relates to a reconstruction method of surface structures wherein the
method is characterized in that first the surface of a corresponding part is covered by a
non-transparent mask having an opening of a rectangle shape with edges corresponding
to the size of the surface portion to be reconstructed. Subsequently, an optical scanning of
coordinates of that surface portion takes place, the coordinates in the form of a three-
dimensional matrix x, y and z are stored and an enlarged surface reconstruction of the
surface is created by conversion of the three-dimensional matrix data to an enclosed
surface without gaps, followed by printing by 3 D print and/or import of data to the CAD
system with automatic generation of corresponding tool trajectories for producing an
enlarged surface model by CNC machining technology.
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Abstract of  CZ304727 (B6)

The invented process for preparing wine with maintained natural antioxidative capacity
and low content of SO2 is characterized by determining the content of biologically active
substance (BAL) in the starting material and by carrying out equivalent determination of a
natural antioxidative capacity (PAK), subjecting the starting material to individual
processing steps during which the determination of change in the content of BAL - PAK is
carried out in each processing step in a predetermined critical points thereof. So
determined drop of the BAL (PAK) content is then substituted by an equivalent dosage of
SOi2 as a substance with a synthetic antioxidative capacity (SAK) and namely in an
excess of up to 40 mg/l in a white wine or 30 mg/l in a red wine (20 percent of the SOi2
standard for these wines without increased amount of sugar). The total antioxidative
capacity at the output of the wine preparation processing steps consists of up to 35
percent of the natural antioxidative capacity and the balance is SAK - with the share of
SOi2. At the same time, the critical points are as follows: a) finish of wine grape pressing
in order to obtain wine grape juice, b) finish of the wine grape juice fermentation prior
separation of yeast and bentonite sludge, c) ripening for a period of 3 to 4 weeks after
separation of yeast and bentonite sludge, d) finish of wine preparation technological
process prior filling thereof in bottles or prior processing thereof to other wine-based
products, e) preparation for additional handling such as pumping, filtration and
transportation.
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